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ABSTRACT
Band selection is an effective solutions for dimensionality re-
duction in hyperspectral imagery. In this paper, a novel band
weighting and selection method is proposed based on max-
imizing margin in support vector machine (SVM). The goal
is to reduce high dimensionality if hyperspectral data while
achieving accuracy classification performance. This method
computes the weights of the samples to maximize the margin
between the samples and the hyperplane in SVM. Bands are
selected if they can enlarge the differences between classes
and improve the classification performance. Experiments on
two public benchmark hyperspectral datasets show the effec-
tiveness of our method.

Index Terms— Band weighting and selection, support
vector machine, hyperspectral Imagery, classification

1. INTRODUCTION

Hyperspectral imagery has been used in a variety of remote
sensing applications. However, its large data volume leads to
challenging problems, such as high computation complexity
and Hughes phenomenon [1]. Dimensionality reduction is a
solution to mitigate these problems. Many methods in this
area transforms hyperspectral data from their original space
to a target lower dimensional space. Along this line, typical
methods include projection pursuit(PP) [2], principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [3], and independent component analy-
sis (ICA) [4]. However, such transformation based methods
change the physical meaning of the original spectral data.

Band selection is another kind of solution which removes
a subset of original bands, hence maintaining the physical
meaning of remaining bands. The band selection method-
s can be further divided into two types, supervised and un-
supervised [5]. Unsupervised methods are employed to se-
lect the most distinctive and informative bands. Pabitra et
al. [6] described an unsupervised feature selection algorithm
based on measuring the similarity between features. Cariou et
al. [7] proposed a unsupervised method using an information
theoretic criterion to automatically separate sensor’s spectral

range into disjoint sub-bands. Being convenient to implemen-
t, unsupervised methods still can not match the supervised
methods in image classification accuracy [8].

Supervised band methods use training data with labels to
establish a predictive model for band selection. In [9], Song
et al. proposed a backward elimination procedure for fea-
ture selection using the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Crite-
rion. Yang et al. [10] proposed a supervised band selection
algorithm that uses the known class signatures only without
examining the original bands. More recently, Ly et al. [11]
used a sparse graph to construct a supervised dimensionality
reduction method. This is referred to as sparse graph-based
discriminant analysis. However, these methods do not give
full consideration on the discrimination between the classes,
which limits its classification accuracy.

In this paper, we present a supervised band weighting and
selection method which is based on maximizing the margin-
s between samples and the hyperplane in the support vector
machine (SVM) framework. We assign a vector to each class
to weight the training samples. After maximizing the classi-
fication score on the training set, the optimal weight vector
is obtained and the bands with the highest weights are select-
ed. These selected bands keep the information revealing the
difference between classes which is useful for classification.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. Firstly, we max-
imize the classification score of each sample to maximize the
margin in the SVM framwork. By weighting these samples
and selecting the bands with highest weights, our method not
only keeps the physical meaning of the original bands but al-
so takes full advantage of the training set to discriminate the
class difference. Secondly, the weight vector reveals the im-
portance of bands in which differences between classes are
enlarged so that the bands with the highest values reflect the
most important information in classification. We used two
public benchmark hyperspectral datasets to validate the ef-
fectiveness of our method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The pro-
posed method is described in Section 2. Section 3 and Sec-
tion 4 are dedicated to experiment and conclusions, respec-



tively.

2. APPROACH

In the proposed method, let xi be an N -dimensional sam-
ple with corresponding label yi. In a general classification
problem with SVM [12] as the classifier, the objective is to
minimize the following equation

min
1

2
‖w‖2 + C

∑
max(0, 1− yif(w, xi)) (1)

The goal of training is to estimate parameterw of the clas-
sifier. Considering a multi-class one-vs-all setting, when all
classifiers are obtained, each for a training class, we can pre-
dict which class a test sample belongs to by looking into the
value of wT

i x (details in [12]). In the proposed approach, a
weight vector v (n× 1) is created for each class to reveal the
importance of bands, then bands with the highest weights are
selected for classification. The process is as follows. For each
class, we first train an initial classifier by using samples from
this class as positive data, and samples from other classes as
negative data. Then we weight training samples to maximize
their classification scores which is equivalent to enlarge the
margin of SVM. After optimization, v is obtained that reveals
the importance of bands for each class. Finally, we select the
bands with the highest weights and use corresponding infor-
mation of training set to re-train the classifier. These selected
bands keep the information revealing the difference between
classes which is useful for classification. We adopt the same
procedure to train each class. Note that for each class, select-
ed bands may be different. When a test sample comes in, we
feed it into every classifier with corresponding selected bands.
It belongs to a the class with the highest score.

2.1. Initial classifier

We first train an initial classifier in which the hyperplane w
will be obtained. The optimization target is Eq. (1). It is
the same as the optimization problem of SVM. C is a param-
eter to punish the error. We use the standard optimization
approach to calculate w [12].

2.2. Band Selection

We expect to make the score of positive samples higher and
the score of negative samples lower, which is equivalent to ex-
pand the margin between samples and the corresponding hy-
perplane. To achieve this goal, we first assign a weight vector
to the samples. To avoid trivial solution, we add constraint to
control the deviation from v and a uniform vector. Therefore,
the objective becomes

max
∑

yiw
T (v × xi)− β||v − 1||2 (2)

where (v × xi) is the dot product between v and xi, and yi
is the label of xi. The second term is contraint term and
the parameter β controls the deviation of the weight vector
v from a uniform vector. When β is large, this term forces
all weighting vector to be the same at each band, thus, the o-
riginal spectral data is mostly maintained with slight tuning
by v for classification. On the contrary, when β is small, the
resulting weights may differ significantly for each band. The
weight vector v reflects the importance of each band. A larger
value means the corresponding band is important as it is high-
ly discriminating for a particular class. We select the bands
with the highest weight value. Finally, we retrain the classifier
through Eq. (1) using the training set with the selected bands.

The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. THE PSEUDO-CODE OF THE PROPOSED ALGO-
RITHM

Algorithm

Input: training set X = xi with label Y = yi

Output: selected bands and the classifier parameter w

for Each class i = 1 · · ·N

1. Train the initial classifier

2. Optimize v through Eq. (2)

3. Re-train the classifier with selected bands

end for

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we describe the experimental results on t-
wo benchmark datasets. The first dataset was acquired by
the AVIRIS sensor over Indian Pines of northwest Indiana in
1992. It has been reduced from the original 220 bands to 200
bands by discarding the noisy bands. In the experiment, 10
percent samples of each class were randomly selected as the
training set. The parameter β was set to 10 percent of the
number of samples selected for training the corresponding
classifier. Table 1 shows the number of training and testing
samples.

We compare our method with three other band selection
methods, i.e., MVPCA [13], AP [14], and MEAC [10]. MVP-
CA ranks bands based on the importance of individual band
and its correlation with other bands. AP is a band selection
method using affinity propagation. MEAC uses the known
class signatures only without examining the original bands
or the need of class training samples. The results from our
method are displayed in Fig. 1. To investigate the impact of
band selection on the classification accuracy, we changed the
number of bands from 5 to 40 by selecting bands with the



highest weights. The results of all methods under comparison
are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 2. NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES
FOR EACH OBJECT CLASS.

CLASS TRAINING TESTING
C1 - Alfalfa 5 50
C2 - Corn-notill 142 1420
C3 - Corn-mintill 83 830
C4 - Corn 23 230
C5 - Grass-pasture 48 480
C6 - Grass-trees 73 730
C7 - Grass-pasture-mowed 3 30
C8 - Hay-windrowed 47 470
C9 - Oats 2 20
C10 - Soybean-notill 97 970
C11 - Soybean-mintill 245 2450
C12 - Soybean-clean 59 590
C13 - Wheat 20 200
C14 - Woods 126 1260
C15 - Buildings-Grass-Trees-Drives 38 380
C16 - Stone-Steel-Towers 9 90
TOTAL 1020 10200

Fig. 1. Indian Pines data and classification results. The left-
hand side is a sample band of Indian Pines dataset. The right-
hand side is the classification results of our method.

The second dataset is Salinas scene which was collect-
ed by the AVIRIS sensor over Salinas Valley, California. It
contains 224 bands over 0.4 to 2.5 m, with 16 classes and
3.7m spatial resolution. It has been reduced from the original
220 bands to 200 bands by removing the noisy bands. We
also randomly selected 5 percent samples from each class to
form the training set and set β to 10 percent of number of
training samples. Table 3 shows the number of training and
testing samples in this data set. Fig. 3 shows the results of our
method, with comparison against alternative methods being
displayed in Fig. 4.

It is clear that our method has outperformed the alterna-
tives, especially when more than 15 bands are selected. The
advantage of our method is because we take each training
sample into consideration to find the bands with highly dis-
criminative information. It is effective to improve classifica-

Fig. 2. Comparison of classification accuracy on the Indian
Pines data, when different number of bands are selected.

Table 3. NUMBER OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES
FOR EACH OBJECT CLASS

CLASS TRAINING TESTING
C1 - Broccoli-1 100 2000
C2 - Broccoli-2 175 3500
C3 - Fallow 85 1700
C4 - Fallow-rough-plow 55 1100
C5 - Fallow-smooth 125 2500
C6 - Stubble 195 3900
C7 - Celery 175 3500
C8 - Grapes-untrained 500 10000
C9 - Sell-vineyard-develop 275 5500
C10 - Corn-senesced-green-weeds 150 3000
C11 - Lettuce-romain-4-weeks 45 900
C12 - Lettuce-romain-5-weeks 90 1800
C13 - Lettuce-romain-6-weeks 40 800
C14 - Lettuce-romain-7-weeks 40 800
C15 - Vineyard-untrained 325 6500
C16 - Vineyard-vertical-trellis 75 1500
TOTAL 2450 49000

tion result.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a new hyperspectral band
weighting and selection method which is based on maximiz-
ing the margin in support vector machine. In this method,
we first train initial classifiers. Then we weight samples and
maximize the value of score of each sample to make the mar-
gin larger in SVM framework. The weight vector reflects the
importance of each band, which allows us choose the bands
with the highest value for classification. Experimental evalu-
ation shows that the proposed method has better performance
than several state-of-the-arts methods.



Fig. 3. Salinas Data and classification results from the pro-
posed method. The left-hand side is a sample band of Salinas
dataset. The right-hand side shows the classification result of
the proposed method.

Fig. 4. Comparison of classification accuracy on the Salinas
data, when different number of bands are selected..
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